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REBOKE 12000 TSI
The Reboke 12000 TSI is an agriculture chaser bin that makes 

the instantaneous treatment of seeds, offering ore agility and 
practicality in the planting activities. Its project and manufacturing 
was developed to allow easy visualization for the operator to the 
work that is occurring, allowing the treatment of seeds and the supply 
of the planter in a single machine, thereby, increasing the earnings in 

Motor responsible for the activation of 
the conveyer belt that transports the 
treated seeds.

Unload system with 
telescopic tube.

The Reboke 1200 TSI has a system that fixes the graphite with the seed in the 
unload tube, offering a more homogeneous planting and with less wastage 
in the planter. The graphite system has a gear in stainless steel, responsible 
for moving the graphite to avoid galley formation.

Graphite system

REBOKE 12000 TSI

The conveyor belt is made of PVC with 
straight slots in the center and fanfold 
in the laterals.

productivity and profitability to the rural producer.
The Reboke 12000 TSI is the only one machine for seeds treatment 

in Brazil equipped with conveyer belt with straight slots in the 
center and fanfold in the laterals. This system significantly reduces 
the mechanical damage to the seeds, which may occur during the 
transportation of seed from the Reboke to the planter.

REBOKE 12000 TSI GRAFITE

The reboke 12000 TSI Grafite
is an agricultural chaser bin

that performs the instantaneous
application of graffiti on the

seeds, ensuring that the seed have
its flow during the planting.

The Reboke 12000 TSI Grafite keep
the main characteristics from

the Reboke 12000 TSI.

Technical Specifications

Model
Reboke 12000 TSI Grafite
Height
3.520mm
Supply height
4.600mm
width
3.399mm
Length
6.247mm
Approximated weight
4.300kg
Tank capacity
12m³
Seeds treatment capacity
Until 350kg/min
Tires
18.4” x 34” /  23.1” x 26”
dosage rate of graphite
100 to 2.500g/min

* According to the type of product 
and defensives dosage.

Technical Specifications

Model
Reboke 12000 TSI
Height
3.520mm
Supply height
4.600mm
width
3.399mm
Length
6.247mm
Approximated weight
4.480kg
Tank capacity
12m³
Seeds treatment capacity
Until 350kg/min*
Tires
18.4” x 34” /  23.1” x 26”
Seeds treatment of the recipient
35 liters
Dosage rate of inoculant
130 to 2000ml/min
Dosage rate of defensive
130 to 4000ml/min 

The Reboke 12000 TSI has three tanks in polyethylene with capacity for 35 liter 
each. Two tanks are to defensives for seeds protection. The other tank is thermal 
and sterilized for inoculants, offering more use and ensuring the survival of the 
bacteria (Rhizobium) for a longer period.
The tanks for defensives and inoculants have an internal mixing system, to avoid 
that the product be hardened in the bottom of the tank.

The panel is easily visualized by the 
operator, offering a quick and practical 
adjustment of the treatment system.

It controls the treatment system from the machine that 
activates the independent actuators.
Through the electronic panel is possible to adjust the flow, 
calibrate and start or stop the work.
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